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A~cording to Academic Vice . Pre.sident

· The proposed· changes with the Singers and ·
Another meeting will be held in one week to
Dr. John Minahan, "We'.re still looking_ at. the Band have caused mixed reactions among'
report on the_ decisions made in regard to these
topics.
·
.
·
After;, input from students, faculty, and whether we wan.t to change ... · whether or not students.
'
alumni at •. a meeting -on .April 5 .. in the . there will be merger has yet to be decided. "
The changes were going to include the move
The final decision regarding Soriano will be
Dolly Cohen_Ro01n i~-the O'Connor Sports
This situation arose. after Xavier Band and of Soriano's dudes to the music department at
made by Shriberg with Fr. Currie reviewing the
Center, the ·ailministration · has decided to University Singers Director Constantine Soriano Edgecliff, which meant the Singers and Band
decision. Shriberg will also make the final decireconsider ' propos~d changes in . the music . was notified Oil Wednesday, April 4, that his . would be under a new director.
sion about the merger of the extracurricular
·· department.
contract would not be renewed for the fall 1984
musical activities with the music department.
semester. This decision· came from Vice PresiSome of those present last Thursday exdent of Student Development . Dr. Arthur.·
pressed concern about the ethical standards of
·shriberg.
·
the university which will not renew the contract
of Soriano.
- .
: Student response to the dc;ielopment led
Soiiano "has not been a full-time academic
Shriberg arid Minahan to set up a question and ·. employee ~f this university,' so he will not be
answer session.
.
awarded tenure," Minahan explained. "The
Answering. the questions were Minahan,
whole issue of tenure.in this situation is not apShriberg, and' Associate Dean of Students Rev.
propriate. He simply .canno~ be awarded.
· Eugene Carmichael, S.J. Minahan attended the
tenure."
meeting as. ranking officer of the university
because Xa.vier President Rev, ~harlc;s Currie,
Minahan stressed that the Edgecliff Singers,
:SJ., wasoutoftown. ·•.
·
.....
which is geared for those interested in professional development, will remain as a separate
. Atthe meeting, Shriberg said the reasons for
group from the University Singers, a skill/ enthe decision included-the reorganization of the'., joyment organi7.ation.
extracurricular activities such as Singers· and
. ''We're . not . going to. make University
.Band .and merging _them with the· music· Singers· and ·Xavief. Band· .a inajor~-oniY.. pro"
. : qepartin~nt at Edg!!clifL
. ..
.- .
grain ... ·the optiqns . will remain; the
• ·-Minahan· stated at the ·meeting;
credit/non-credit, · niajors/nori-majors:::.sta.rus ·
....•.•.w~O:re "thinking • of expanding· our ... i • those options woil' t• be' taken away'" he
...
•..._
said:. ·
·. ~(atulty. Jh~'re are two :t>e9pte . in the music
d~partment n(r~:: We're· ji.Jst· noc.surc; if orie ,
.. pe'rsori working full-time,will be as good as four ..
According to Minahan; h'e wid the-group
orfive pari:-t~mc workers who will offer a wider
Thursday that Soriano would be considered for
· varier~ of programs and directions.''
a position in the music department along with
other applicants. "Soriano dese1ves a shot at
· Shriberg.stressed that the additional funds
it," l1e said .
. ·which would have beenlised to pay Soriano's
· salary are being reailorated for a variety of programs, such as psychological services.
·
. Several times during the three and a quarter
Pep band· will still· be a part of Student · hour discussion, those supporting Soriano apDevelopment shotild the Band and Singers plauded his questions and comments pointed
·
merge with .the music department under the' at Shriberg and Minahan.
· · ··
As -a result of the discussion, the two vice
direction of academic affairs.
Soriano was offered a part-time position as presidents said they would consult wi.th the stuthe. director of pep band, but he. turned it dent representa_tives arid others relative to the
down. The position'. would pay between. ap-propriate organization and supervision of
the musical activities in the university.
··
$4000-$5000 yearly.
Xavier Band and
Vice President of Academic ·
University Singers Director
Affairs John Minahan '·
Constantine Soriano
•

·News Editor

a·

rudents place iri contest

Assaults on students and alumni
reported near O'Connor Center.:
.

.

8\' PEGGY MORSE
television documentary-;-.· a report
, _
· Ni~s Editor..
on the artist Cristo, aired on local ·
Several · Xavier si:udents ,are . cable chanriek
among the .Region Four winners.
.Jim Lacey, third place, radi6
They were chased across Victory them had jean jackets on with the
ofthe.SocietfofProfessionaiJournon-deadline reporting; a report.
BY PEGGY MORSE
·Parkway and assaulted _near Hinkle same kind of design on the back · nalists; Sigma Delta Chi Mark of . on · the learning disability of
News Editor
like . they were in a gang or.
Excellence Contest fOr sniderit. dyslexia, WVXU-FM. , ,
Twc. separate attacks on Xavier Hall.
something,"
said Teismann.
reporting. Region .Four. inCI~des·
The fi~st place winners will adstudents and alumni have occurred
According to sophomore Keith
Ohio, Miclligan, West Virginia
vance to national competition·.
near the sports center .. according to
There were no serious injuries. in
and Westerri Pennsylvania· cole
The competitioni(1v~lved b9th
ad:ing ·Xavier Chief of Security Forwith, one of the students as- either incident. Forwith was treated
saukcd, four of the youths chased · at Bethesda Base Hospital on the
print and broadcast journalism.
Michael. Cou~h;.
.
leges. Xavier winners include:
them and one of t.hem had a'dub. night of the attack. _
·
·
"We .were lip against some
The first one occurred on Monday,
Tim Champion, first plitce, --"He hit me on the side Of the head,"
:rhe investigation. is· pending, and
editorial writing; Xatlier News.
· pretty . good ,schools -"- · Ohio
April 2 at 9 : 17 p.m. when an alum-·
Forwith said.
·
there are several suspects. "We hav,e
nus was leaving•the sports center with
Chuck •. Aniagolu, . 'first· place,·· . University, West Virginia Univer- .
radio documentary; a report .oil
sity, University. of. Pinsburgh,
his_ wife and a friend. According to
Forwitlr emphasized th~t robbery been working closely with the Cincin<Pan:_Africimism, WVXU-FM.
Ohio State. University and the
the complainant's rep()rt; they were . did not seem · to be the motive. nati Police on this matter," Couch
.
Tom Eiser; seco(1d pla~e, radio · . University ·of Michigan~" said
.. approached and assaulted by eight
''There was no. attem.pt to take my said.
d
d
·
spot- ne_ws;, .·election .coverage, ·. Mark Hannon, communication
point
did
they.
try
to
get
waliet:-'At
no
"We request that student's report
arts.· instructor.
unarme rna,1es age 13-18.
WVXU-FM> ..
it out of my pocket," he said.
any
unusualincidenrs t<:> our office
. . Bob Rainey; second place •. radio
..'This isonly the sec~nd ye.ar
•.. On T~~sday' April3: ,a male and a
. Senior Todd Teismann was walk- ·day or. night. As always; whene~er
non~deadline:Ceporting; a tribt.Jte '.. that we have entered the competi· ,·
female student '!\'ere approached as
to. Dr. Martin. Luther 'King, Jr.,
tion; so todo.this welris a surpris• tliey w~re walking to :rhe computer ing· toward the .spons center just students are walking tci and from dtfWVXU-FM. ·• · .
·
··
·ing;honor>We are hoping to have
center froin;_ the spons center by' · before the incident occurred. He saw ferent areas on campus riight, they
a nation~! winoer," he'•a~ded.
. . approximately:· 15 males l ~~ 19 them . running adoss Victory should travel in nu.mbers,'' he
._~...,..,.-~-.;--.,;,;;.;;.,;.,;,.;-;.......__..,._ __._ _ _.__ _...;;_ _, ,years old,. according to their'report.·. Parkway: 'il did notice that a lot of added.
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caynes, · Visions, Modulators, Watsaw Falcons;·· and Raisins;
Bandfest will be at the Cohen Ce11!e~ beginning at-12 noon.

Thursday, April12

•

PEACE WEEK EVENT.

Rev. Daniel Berrigan, S.J. will be at the Dorothy Day
House.

CALENDAR CLIPS .

.

. ·

·

Mermaid Tavern, the literary society of XU, w•!l sponsor a
poetry reading by Donald Revell at 8:00 p.m. m the OKI

'7.:'

..

"'''

1.984

~...... ·'69
~xu
alumnus·
to appear
.
..
. .
·.

•.

'

CALENDAR CLIPS ·
Brigadoon begins at 8:00 p.m. in die Unive.rsity Center

'

'

.

Theatre.

. 8\' COLLEEN BACK
Nawa Editor

'" Xavier graduate Mich~cl Henson will be appearing on April
< ''
15 at 7:30p.m. in the O.K.I. Room to read from his recent
Room. . .
·t b h .
·,
CONCERT
.
Thomas Berding, a Xavier an su~d~nt ':"'• I e_ avmg a so o
tidion.
Singers/Band present their final concert of the year beginn- .
exhibit of his paintings. The exh•?•~ WI~l be Ill the Emery
Henson, a 1969 graduate and past ~ditor-in~ch~ef of the
·
·
ing at 8:00 p.m. in the University Center.
Gallery, Edgecliff campus:. The exh1b1t wdl be open between
· Xavier News, is the author of two novels, Ransaik and' A
·
.·
the hours of 1:00 p.m. and 5:00p.m..
Smai/Room wilh Trouble on My Mind. The latter, published
Operation Awareness: Rape ..Prevenuon s~o~re~ by t~e
in l983, is a rendering of the life of a working class bluegrass
Campus Police in affiliation . with the Cmcmnau Pohce
CALENDAR CLIPS
musician who immigrates to Cincinnati and dies of a cardiac .
Department. The progfam begms at 7:00p.m. to 9:00p.m.
There will be a cross country meeting for all those interested
blockage.
_
·
in running this fall in Classroom Bin the O'Connor Sports
in the Hearth Room. Admission is free.
.Henson "s work, .which has been taught in literature coursesCenter at 3:30p.m.
at Amherst College and .in the Louisville publiC schools, is .
Last chance_to purchase a 1983-84 M11sketeer. A yearbook
slowly receiving national recognition. A ·small Room was
representative will be on the Mall from 9:30 a.m. until
nominated. for the Corbett Jine Arts Award for Literary
MUSICAL PRODUCTION
1:30 p.m. Cost is $20.
Achievement. Henson will be reading fromthis novel.
The Xavier·University Theatre Department and the PlayerS
:'. This reading by the Sydney, Ohio native.is co-sponsored by
present the musical, "Brigadoon". The play begins at 8:00
the English department, the Mermaid Tavern and the English
p.m. in the University Center Theatre.
.
..
,
Robin Wood, WEBN /disc jock~y will be in the Xavier
CALENDAR CLIPS
Club.
There will be a Festival of Fashion faturing student-made
English Department Chairman Dr. Ernest L. Fontana said,
Cafeteria at 12:00 noon to talk about Enjoy the Arts.
fashions. The shov.;; will be held in the University Theatre
"This is a r_!:turn to campus of one of Xavier's most creative
beginning 7:30p.m.
graduates.
and intensive piece of
. . ,, His work is a very gutsy
.
There
will
be
an
open
meeting
for
all
commuters
concernwmmg.
BANDFEST '84
ing summer and fall activities. The meeting will be held in
Student Activities Council of Student Government presents
the Regis Room at 12:00 noon.
to be featured are:
and the Bis-

Sunday, April 15

Monday, April 16

Friday, -April 13

Tuesday, April 17

Saturday, April 14

1

Xavier offers summer· camps
Capurro, soccer; Tassos ·Madonis,
ed attention.
The camp will be held in six four- swimming; Lauric Massa, women's
Children 6-17 years old will be · day sessions during June and July. basketball; Carolyn Condit, women's
able to attend summer camp pro- Many age-appropriate activities in- 'volleyball; Larry Redwine, baseball.
grams at Xavier offering a number of eluding sports, arts and crafts, movies Colleue players and local high school
coach~s will'act as staff.
recreational and sporting activitic:;s.
and swim lessons will be featured.
The camps will run in several sesAll of X)lvier's athletic facilities,
This is the first year thatthe camps
·have been offered at Xavier. One of including O'Connor. Sports Center sions throughout the summer.
the purposes; in addition to enjoy- . and A.B. Cohen .outdoor facilities, Enrollments in· the camps arc
_ment for_i:_he diildr<:n, is to "proinote will.be used by. the campers. The par- . limited. Costs for all camps except
the _camp~s,'' according to Sheila ticipants will also be given tours of the swimmers' _camp include. a daily
·· Connolly, recreational sports director .various academic depanm~nts, such' meal in .Xavier's cafeteria. :·Anyone
. and die admuiistratbr' of . the as wvxu radio station; the com' wishing further information can conprogram.
.. .. . .
puter tenter, the theatre and the . tacd)'Connor Sports Cente~;
"Getting the kids on campus can library.
.
......
also help the sports program by mak·
In addition co the Day Camp are
ing them aware.: of what X;lvier.Jiiis tci· : speCialized ~sports camp·s. offered for· .'-:
offer," she·said; : ·
. ·
~.·soccer; .switn,ining, 'ba.Sebau~- girls'
The Day Camp; :open to· children basketball and girls' volleyball, iri the
'' olt
ages 6-12, will be staffed by Xavier- 10-17 ·age group. · , . .
graduate and undergraduate students , The camps will be directed by five
·who will give each child individualiz-. of Xavier's varsity coaches: _Giovanni
8\' LINDA FOSTER
Newa Reporter

lltu1rai·CBI-mlme group which originated in Cin·
on Monday. The group was here in
spc,nsoretd by Programs in Peace and Justice.

Stanley H. Kaplan·

The Smart

MOVE!

ICELIIDAIR IS. mLL
YOUR BEST VALUE
TO EUROPE.
.----'--LUXEMBOURG-----,
ROUNDTRIP

:~FROM

IEW.YORK

FROM
BALTIMORE/ · ' . . FROM
WASHIIGTOI
CHICAGO

Super APEX Fares. Aprii1-April30, 1983. 7·60 day stay, 14 day advance purchase required.

ALSO LOW COSl SERVICE TO PARIS; FRANKFURT, AMSTERDAM AND
NICE. AND, REMEMBER, ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE
BREATHTAKING BEAUTY OFICELANO. AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:
• free deluxe motorcoach from Luxembourg to Frankfurt, Dusseldorf,.
Cologne, Bitburg, Mannheim, Wuppertal and Kehl, Germany. • Bargain
car rentals from $99/week in Luxembourg. • Free wine with dinner,
cognac after. . .
lcelandair to Luxembourg. Luxair coimecting service io oiher destinations.
.
(Chic'ligo·Midweek Fare.) Purchase tickets in U.S. All fares subject to change and government
approval. See your travel agent or call800/555·1212 for the toll·free lcelandair number in

. your area.

··

Does
the End of
the Term mean
the End of your
Insurance Protection 1
If your insurance~ ends. when you
leave school, you are unprotected against illness or accident. Short Term protection
·from Time Insurance provides
medical coverage for a variety of
periods at reasonabie rates. And
the plan_can be signed and
issued' on 'the 'sp'oti With cover- · ·
age beginning imrrlEidiately. Of
course; there's no coverage for
pre-existing ·conditions.
You may need this necessary.
protection. Let me tell you
about it ..

·LUTTME:R INSURANCE.

4920 GLENWA.X

.AVE~

P.O. :BOX 381·15
CINCINNATI, OHIO

'.

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
;

92fH0~as
..

.

·'

TIME INSURANCE COMPANY
\
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·. SOriano· decisio_rl sparks COntroversy at Xavier
i:he contiibuting factors is the way faculty's opinions on the 'matter. He·
Michele Beinecke,-class o£1982, said decisions were. made and the way said, '-'50 percent are very, very upset
·'
..
.
that she felt frustrated for Soriano they were comm:unicated to the in- ..: abOut things. About 25 percent
· Student, faculty and alumni reac- . and said that
is' contacting alumni dividual and the Xavier communi-. don't really know what is going on
tion·tci'the term'ination of.Constan- to'suppordiim. ·· · .: . ·
ty, he said. .
·
but are concerned; and another 25
. tine Soriano's contract range from
Jay Moretti,.a 197'2' graduate, said
''Maybe a lot of concern also comes percent believe the faculty have no
mild surprise to outrage. Although that after reading the newspaper ac- from th~ fact that because of the new business in the matter."
the students, faculty . and alumni counts, he was "sJtocke.d and appall- administration; Xavier is in a period
Dr. Vytautas J. Bieliauskas
representthree differenq)erspectives ed that a man that can give 23 years of evolution. All evolution; whether expressed concern about how the
on. the . situation, there is an. over- . of his life could be treated so."
.itleads to new life forms or dead ends; decision concerning Soriano .. was
Moretti; in a' telephone interview, will bring about anxiety, confusion made. '·'I understand there must
, whelming amount of 'suppon for
.
quoted,Xavier Pr~sident Rev; Charles _and pain.'.'·
have been thought and time spent
. Soriano;
. .
Malty of th~seinvolved threatened . Currie; S.J. affirming the push to .
Weinberg conducted an informal behind making the decision. But Dr.
. to leave'their respective organizations· "integrate faith and concern 'for ·personal survey regarding the Shriberg has only been here one year.
. next year if Soriano .is not reinstatc;d. . ju~tice'~ as a 'contirming concern for
Seriior Arline Ott, University Jesuits. Moretti questioned how
. Singers pre~ident, sai4, "We're· go- strong this ~ush
be, given thereing to put our faith ·in the' ad- : cent events with the staff changes.
; ministration. now, but we're oo.t goHe.alsQ said that Soriano advanced
·. • ing to letthis thing_die."They found _the quality of learning at Xavier. He ..·
the 'combination with. Edgecliff ac- . 'Believes that Soriano should be conceptable ,as an administrative move, . sid~d an ass~t that Xavier _cannot
but not at .the expense of Sorian.o. . ·afford .to lose. ·
"It's a ge_neral lack of consideration
Most faculty members preferred to
here," Ott_said.
·
·
give no comment when asked about
· The -Xavier Band and University their feelings on the Soriaoo ord~al,
Singers supported· Soriano im- but several did choose to make a
mediately after. the members received .·. statement.
word ofthe administration's decision.
Dr. David Weinberg, chairman of
to terminate his.. contract after thi~ the; faculty committee, commented,
semester.
"At this point, it'shard to tell what
. Senior Dave Gootee, :Xavier Band is rumor and what is fact, but beyond
president,. reflecte~ Ott's comments. . that there is: a general fear running
,
'jThe battle is nofover yet. People· ·through thefaculty/'
blew· off a lot of steam at the
According to Weinberg, the fac~l
mi:eting ... We need .to keep sending ty committee expressed· considerable_
letters .and petitioning to show the concern about recent changes among
administration that the Xavier· com- long-staridirig ·persohnel at Xavier.
·muhity.is behind Mr. Soriano·just as The committee, which met on April·
he.'sbeeri supponive to the band and 5, decided to inake an attempt to
singers· all these years,'' .he· said:
·gather .more .information . to fully
·· Several Xavier ~umni. were present · understand what has happened~
at Thursday's meeting.:Some alumni
Dr. Paul Knitter noted, "This fear
hav~ ·already begun wor_k- to i_nform
an~ concern has ma~y cause~. One of
. BY MIKE O'NEILl:.
·AND COLLEEN ..ACK

It would -seem t6 me ·.that .Dr.
Shriberg has riot gained-the perspective on. the university. That is why
this move is causing such division on
the campus,'.' he said .
"We'i:e·getting bad publicity over
this, and I hope Fr .• Currie in his wisdom will override Dr. ·Shriberg and
reinstate Mr. Soriano. That's the only.
fair thing to do. ·When a new ad.
ministration comes in, there will be
expected changes, but the way they
go abOut it raises some questions,"
Bieliatiskas added. ,

. other • alumni ··of ·the::. situation.

she

I

will

.

-G.o~mta:oJas· llief.t>n:·::._ . .
~-fOOd .seiVice' contract.
BY CAROL' BROSS
NIWI Reporter

Shamrock Fo~d Service System,
along with 15 other 'companies, is
making its bid for Xa~ier's service
contract; The bidding, .which began'
last week; is for a two-year contract to
He also said the company must
service the main ·campus dining have at least five years experience in
room, Edgecliff dining room, the this line of work'and. be able to pro~
Grill and possibly the Gall)es Room. vide for special events each month·,
According to Dr. Arthur Shriberg, diet menus and a tentative 12 meal
viCe president for Student Develop- plan. ·
ment, the bidding is taking place to
Shamrock has as good a chance at
give Xavier a chance to seek other opgetting the contract as anyone else,
tions in food service.·
according to' Shriberg.
To suppon· Shamrock in their- bid
· He said that'" Shamrock has been
with Xavier for 12 years" and that for the contract, Student Governit only makes sense t'? see what ment has created a Food Committee
to inform the company of students'
other companies c1m offer us."
dining needs and desires.
A closed bidder's conference, in
'which a maximum of three represe~-- . . The studc;nts, with the; assistance
tatives. from ·each company par~ of Peg Dillon, dean of students at
tldpated, took' place last Thursday. Edgecliff, are conducting a survey
The representatives · were given. which will end tomorrow .. The survey'·
specifications for Xavier's f~ .ser- rates ·the ty~e and quahty o~ food
. vice operations and then were mvtted presently b~mg served and .sug~ests ·
to bid on the contract. ..
optional meal plan~ and.spectal dtets.
·
· Freshman Marc' Legns, a senator
The bids will be reviewed by th~ on the committee said, "With the ·
Food Committee Board, chaired by division of Student Activities Council
Diane Mason of Career-Planning and (SAC) and .the Seriate, senato~s are
Placement; The committee..consists free to deaf with these k~nds of tssues
of faculty, administrators and; · concerning stl.tdents. Food service is a
.~tudents.
'
.
·. vital pan of the ,university and this
· issue should · be adlr~ssed · by
.·
All bids must be submitted by · students. "
· ·
·.
April 25. Mason's committe~ will
The group is also sponsoring .an··.
' then narrow the bids down to three A'mnesty Week, beginning 4pril24:~ ·
and make a recommendation to· Students will be asked to return 'all
Shrioerg ..A final'decision will be glass .and silverware· they have aj:made· by July 1' at' which time the .cumulated, in an -effon .to make up ·
co n:u·a c tor ··w+H · assume for some of the money lost this year. ··
. r~sponsibilities. c. ·
II

. ,-.·:
'
:DATE: Aprll18-18 ·'
TIME: 10am:3pm-"

PLACE: XAVIER·
UNIVERSITV ·
:~OOKSTORE
.......

Now's the time to think about
· yourcollege ring. Not just <;~nY
ring,-a 14K Gold College Rtng
from ArtCarved. The karat gold ·
/. j·ewelry that's designed and hand-, • ·
.era ted for lasting value. .
·
And now an·ArtCarved 14K Gold
. College .Ring is more.aflordable .than you
think. Choose from an entire collection of·
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and ·
save $25. This offer is for a limited tirT]e ..
onl~ ·so· c'ome in and see all the great
ArtCarved styles with the' custom options.
that can let you have tl:le ring of your ·
choice;· the way you want iL .. ·
' •
. , ,., $ci:'graduate in: style. Gradu(ite to·_g()td.L

· JID"11Q1D\.JCD
.
l'n I'V.'L . M~~~·-c~~~.or
...

_.

~;-

·'

-· _,.

DepoSit Reqwrc<'C ..

CLASS RINGS, INC
·-~.

'

_v:sa

: .. · · .. . : ·

A~~~p.ted

~

. :· -:·

.

:

Shriberg said Xavier is seeking a
· company with .operational plans for
servicing the -dining rooms and for
possible expansion of the Games
· Room to · more of a snack bar
atmosphere.

~.

'£· 1983 ArtCarited Class ,Rings, Inc.
'
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The .Xnier News is published weekly
throuahout the school ye•r; except durina vu•·
lion •nd e••ms,. by the students of X•vier Univer·
sity, 3800 Vi~iory Pkwy., Cincinn•ti, Ohio 45207..
·· ·
' d ·
'·•
The .s1• 1ements
•n op1nions of the X•vier
News •re not necesnrily those· of the student
body, fuulty or •dmlnistr•tion . of Xnier.
· 1ons.
· of co
· 1umn1sts ·c10 not
; St•te men ts·· • nd ·op1n
f thee,._lors.
· d't
·
:.necesnri!Y' reflect those o.
1

Entered •s third cl••s' m•tter ~~.the U,S .. Po~t . .Copy'Editor1: ...... Chris Bestfelt, M•ry T. Spr•ul .
· Office under permit number 1275. · · . .
-.~ Typi1f1 ........... ; .. C•r~l Ash, Shelin• Viraee
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Keep 'Coach'
, 'Genuine concern'- of VP's
is hard to believe
the meeting (although both probably
lost fi~e pounds in sweat).
What I do not appreciate is their
way of making the audience feef like
they couldn't filter common sense
through their emotional state and
that they were there to let the crowd
· I must admit that I'm writing this. concern". Now that I've said that I "blow off steam''. The article in
letter in the hope that the ad- "can't believe", perhaps I should Thursday~s Cincinnati Post which was
ministration will read it, as·'well as elaborate why;
written before the meeting certainly
There was a lot said at Thursday's gave that impression.
the readers of the paper. I'm sure
there has' been enough press on the- meeting, most of which was said out
The largest contribution to my
issue of Constantine Soriano's firing of total outrage. In .response, Dr. feeling that we were merely being apto inform the students .of the univer- Minahan referred to the crowd as peased was Dr. Shriberg's way of
sity on what has and is taking place. ' somewhat "hostile ...
hearing someone's opinion and only
I'm not so sure . that the adHe and Dr. Shriberg kept referring replying with'"We can hear that ...
ministration of this school is aware of to Soriano's "anger." As Soriano . Next question."
the genuine feelings ()f those involv- pointed out, were they expecting
If we only could have heard more
happiness?
-·-.
'ed in the affected organizations.
responses such as '-We can feel for
In my.. opinion, one cannot argue. - The question posed by Minahan that,", perhaps the whole event
the morality of the decision made ·about what the crowd's real concern would · have been a . bit more
due to the apparent Jack of it. That's -was, Soriano's fate or the univer- convincing.
why I'd like to argue a different sity's, was yet another example of
At future meetings, I'm sure I'd
aspect of the situation:
"
questions that.made me feel like the appreciate more hearing and feelirig
At the meeting . held by vice administration ~ither misread or for 'the students. After Thursday's
presidents Schriberg. and Minahan downplayed our emotions. In either meeting I hope die administration
last Thursday night, one got the feel- case, they really had no'fcel for the has the prope~ feel for the opinions of
ing that the administration was far ' crowd's genuine concern for both the the students, parents and alumni. If
from realizing the genuineness of our school and Soriano.
so, they'll-not only realize their error
feelings.
Is it logical to assume that one cart· but will also make a more educated
- The statement that a decision to not function properly in a state of decision next time.
rehire Soriano would not be made in heightened . emotions? Was the
Lastly,- I'd like to ask the ad'a situation of "high emotion" gave Declaration of Independence written ministration to· please give the
students and alumni a little. more
me' the impression that the ad- in total complacency?
ministration was merely at ·the
I thank Dr. Minahan and Shriberg- credit for having common sense when
meeting to let us blow off steam.
for their time at the three hour their emotions are heightened. After
I'm sure the steam blown was con- meeting. Both men presented all, we have been)esuit-educated.
vincing enough, but for some reason, themselves to a ''hostile'' crowd and Mike Nutter
I still can't believe their "genuine fared rather well for the duration of iVice president, X.U. Singers

I am so mad, I hardly know where , building of the department, he could
to start. I am, of course, talking · possibly hire more full-time people
about the dismissal of Constantine .later. There is no sense in firing an
Soriano, the teacher and director of excellent full-time person now while
the Xavier Band and Singers. I am
anticipating the hiring of more later.
simply dumbfounded at the idea of
6. Finally, there is no question,
letting go a man who has devoted 24
and never has been a question among
years of his l_ife to this university. I
the administration about Mr.
have. had"'the privilege of knowing
Soriano's abilities. I see no rea5on to
and working under this man for five
fire Mr. Soriano or consider anyone
years now. I can assure anyone that
else unless there is a problem with his
there is not a man or woman on this
qualifications.
campus who commands more love
In addition to the promotion of a
and respect.
'
generally sour student morale in the
Enough for the emotional aspects,
past~ week, Drs. Shriberg and
though. The reasons given for.Mr ..
Minahan have virtually assured
Soriano's dismissal, as I understand
themselves of no singers or band
them, are the consolidation of all
groups next year if this decision
music progr,ams under one music
sticks. I wonder how the athleti~
department at Edgecliff ·· and the department feels about the possibilibudget crunch. I have no qualms
ty of no pep band at the games next
with consolidating all the music proyear.
grams, but even with the budget
As a five year member of the
crunch, I think the dismissal of Mr. ' singers, I can assure the administraSoriano is totally unjustified for the
tion that our resolve will hold and
following reasons:
that Xavier l!niversity will not get
1. Why can Mr. Soriano not be inone cent of alumni money from me
cluded in the consolidation mention· or any other Band and Singers alumed above? Someone will be needed to ni unless this issue is resolved in Mr.
direct the Band and Singers anyway.
Soriano's favor.
There is no reason that this person Todd Teismann
should not be Mr. Soriano.
2. The administration wants to
build the music program. Mr:
Soriano is certainly the mari for this.
When he started, the Band and
I would like to take time to thank .
Singers each had fewer than 20
all the people who helped make
members. Now, each group has more
Spring Fling a success this past week.
than 60 members. Mt. Soriano is an
Laurie Bernstein and· her staff did a
active and aggressive recruiter.
great job with .not many funds and
3. Drs. Shriberg and Minahan say
very little time.
that they might give Mr. Soriano a
Many pe!)ple don't realize the time
and few 'are willing to speak against "shot" at any position in the music
. someone' who they are paying to lear1,1 department. After 24 years of,service, and effort that the staff put in in the
som_,.ething from, if they- might be a person certainly deserves a heck of a past few weekS to eriable:the students
to have a week offun and enjoyment.
_ lot mort than a "shot."
. speaking alone.
4. They say they plan to look at ap- How well-organized and how effiThis: is our university. The
members of the Band and the Xavier plicants nationwide to pick the best ciently and smoothly all the events
choice.· Mr. Soriano's musical were run is a credit to Laurie and her
Singers are correct in saying that it is
their university and that the students background, which includes studying ··staff.
should have a voice which should be under Nadia Boulanger in Paris, and·
Thanks to everyone involved with
heard. When the students speak, his 24 years. worth of experience with
Spring Fling for the great job they
the
students
at
Xavier
make
him
the
though, this voice should be one that
did. I think everyone who parobvious choice for any position in the
is striving for academiC ·excellence.
ticipated had a good time.
department.
After all, that is what we are sup_5.
Dr. Minahan says that, with the Chris Hart
posedly paying tuition for. The voi~e
that is too often heard is the one
·striving for fewer acade_mic challenges
Now I am all too conscious of the
and more social liberties, while the
growing uncertainty about the future
voice seldom heard and-very weak is
-the voice crying for the excellence
I waS encouraged by the large direction of the university and the
which Xavier University ·students. turnout of students at the meeting apparent Joss of a sense of communiwith Vice Presidents Minahan and ty and concern for each individual could achieve.
Shriberg last · week. Encouraged whether faculty, staff member or stuMarthaJo Ware.
· because students do care about dent. People at Xavier ar,e concerned,
Xavier University, its programs and for the programs at Xavier and for
those with whom they work and for
staff.
·
whom they genuinely care.
·
.. ·-----As . an alumna, parent of XU
Le.t us pray and work for unity of
students, continuing student and
purpose,
for a lessening of. these tenstaff member at Xavier myself, I have
sions, and for a new. direction for
_become increasingly aware of the tenXavier . founded on our Chrissions 1md fears on this campus in the
past year. When I came to Xavier in .· tian/Catholk faith and love for one
another. Let us not fear change, but
1972 as a recent · convert to
Catholicism, I was impressed· by the , rather insist that change be for the betterment of this university and for
sense of family (of community) which
each one ·of us who shares in its
existed and the dedication of faculty
and staff. to Jesuit and Catholic future.
Eunice Staples
principles.'

Thanks

Students should examine their· motives
Members of the Xavier Band and meone for fear of losing the liberties
Singers should ,be commended for. they now have and of possiblY, having
· standing up and speaking out against to discipline, control and ·perhaps
what they see ~an injusti1:e.-Every challenge themselves.
Whether the administration .was
student at this institution should ask
himself if he would be willing to take right or wrong in their decision is_ not
_similar actiop for something to which for me to question, ·but what I am
he is strongly opposed.
questioning is the students'· motives
The people taking these actions,
for theit actions. I think that all of us
though, need to question their should realistically look at our reasons
motives for doing so. Are they sup- for supporting anything or anyone.porting Mr. Soriano because of his How many times have we jumped on
excellence as a teacher and director or the bandwagon and later realized we
are they supporting him because he were wrong? And how often haye we
socializes with them and does not refused to lodge a complaint against
a professor when it is obvious that he
discourage - their engagement ' in
behavior which, while on tour is either inept or simply not performrepresenting Xavier University,
ing his job?
Many people :~re willing to support
might bring reproach upon this '
a "bu-ddy," but few are wiiling to
university? I am afraid that · the
support a friend who has won their
answer is the latter.
respect by challenging them arid
If this is the answer, then if is a
making them gain his or her respect,
selfish one. They are supporting so-

XU/chan.ge

STUDENTS: S.G.A. POSITIONS
. · ARE OPEN NOW!.

•

The following positions are available within the New Student Gover'!,ment
Association:
:
.
• S.G.A. Treasurer • S.G.A. Secretary • One Senate Position • . ··
•.Commuter Council-President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer ,,.
Applications available at the Student Government Office or at the infor- '
·
mation desk on Monday, Aprll9, 1984.
Deadline for applications: Monday Aprll23, 1984 at the Student
Government Office.
Interviews will be held April 25-27. ·
, ·
For more information-call S.G.A. office at x-3560 or Don Travis at
)(~.

'

'
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Dr. Hailstones keeps··bu~y.With·a dual career
.

\

,

At one time, "a woman ha:d no
News Reporter
"choice or opportunity tO- attend a
. Dr. Thomas).. Hailstones, pro- Cath~lic school and.study business,"
fessor of .economics, has· kept very_ he sa1_d.
. _
busy since resigning in 1983 as the
_H_a.Istones ·was, also one of. th<;
dean of the College of Business ongmal members of the Nauonal
Administration.
Association of Business Economists.
Besides teaching a'graduate course,
Hailstones alr~ady ~as thoug_hts
• • E c 0 n 0 m i c En vi r 0 n men t ' ' , about the futur~, mcludmg returnmg
Hailstones has been writing new and to undergraduate teaching·and revisrevising older edition books .. His ing an u_ndergradu~te book. He also .
books are schedule9 fqr publication would hke to WCJte another book
in 1984.
·
about the theory of rational expectaHis latest works include Economics tions which ,parallels the concept of
for Managers in Insurance Com- supply side economics.
panies, a textbook customized for the
North American insurance industry.
Hailstones' article, "Keynes and the .
Supply-Side," was published in the
1984 spring issue of the Southern
Business journal.
.
Hailstones also sits on the board of
directors of several companies, in- .
eluding Gradison Cash Reserves and
Clopay Corporation.
-'
Besides business and teaching, his
work toward creating a non-profit
secondary market for student loans,
The Student Loan Funding Corporation, is-becoming reality.
·
His past accomplishments include
the formation of the MBA Association, and he is greatly responsible for
Xavier becoming a co-ed institution.

also :with. his colleagues,."
. were all reasons-for Hailstones'•settlHe feels professors have a strong -::ing in Cincinnati; : .
. ,
..
responsibility to be the link between _ When he came to Xavienbere was
the new developments discovered in ·no business department or. ~chool.
the educational instiwtions .• and. Hailstones is greafly. responsible 'for
business. "Doing consulting work forging the excellent reputation and ·
keeps a profess?r in touch with the -relationship that Xavier enjoys 'with
economy and business world and. the business community.
·
.
·Dr. Hailstones has g~ven lectures at
gives him the opportuni~y to pass on
new ideas. There is and should be a Xavier in the business. community.
close. relationship between business . and arol!nd the country and' world.
and schools." · ·
He stated, "I am very' proud that
_ Xavier's moderate size~ Jesuit . regar.dless of where I go; whether· in
education, urban setting, and dose this country or abroad, I •manage to
·
·
·proximity to the business community run into Xavier stu~eots!;'-·

Hailstones· ·Interest m c::wuom1cs
was piqued when he was in high
.school in the early 1930's. "!could··
not understand why we had the factories, the manpower' and· such high

BYCINDA KIEFFER

unemployment.~'

·· Hailstones said,''' Economics seems
m'ysterious to most ·people ·and it's
really not. A lot of it is good common
sense."
' ·
As a respected economic lecturer
and ·-author, Hailstones enjoys his
dual career as teacher and writer. '~A
good teacher," he feels,·: 'can com.:municate ideas at the ,institution and

Jiefore We Pllt YoQ In Charge, Of 'ftie\Vorld's ·
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment, .
We Put ~OJ! Through The·world's ,
Most SophlsUcat~d Nuclear·rraining~_

Travel
informa-tion
·supplied
The Council of International'
Educational Exchange (CIEE), a student travel organization serving U.S.
students, is offering the 1984 Student Travel Catalog for students interested in traveling._ studying and
working abroad.
The Catalog contains details on
worldwide discounts, benefits and
travel bargains available to holders of
the International Student ID card,
the only internationally-recognized
proof of student status.
Eligible students are offered airfare
savings, automatic accident and
sickness insurance and a free· gulde
listing discounts in many foreign··
countries.
·
·The Council's Work Abroad Program, the only one· of its kind
available to U.S. students, provides
an opportunity to work abroad on a
temporary basis.
CIEE has helped many. students
obtain work in Great Britain
lrelan<i, France and New Zealand:
· The program. js · being expected in
1984 to intlude Germany.
Internation'al summer work camp
programs, open to both students and
non-students, place volunteers , _in
community "service projects
·throughout Western Europe, Scandinavia, and Eastern Europe. Participants ar~ given free room and
board in order to minimize costs.
- _Since its founding in 1947, the
Council has developed on-going programs of educational and cultural exchange world-wide.
T~e Council provides counseling
serv1ces and acts as a general dearing
house of information, processing inquiries -on international. educational
exchange-from individuals, academic
institutions, foundations, businesses
and governmemal agencies.
For catalog; W!ite to: CIEE, ·
Dept. STC '84, 205 EAst ~2nd Street,
New York·, NY 10017
(212)661-1414.

,·
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irhpi"OVE!S to '4·2
BY MICHAEL DEHAN
,_

Sports Editor

..

-

The Xavier men's tennis te~m imc:
proved its record to 4-2, overall, bygoing 2-1 last. weekend. All threematches.were on the road.
On Saturday, Xavier· defeat~d
Detroit 7-2, but later that day lost to·
a very tough Evansville team .by a
score of 8-1. On Sunday, Xavier easily handled Butler", 8-L
Bill Reber, Xavier's number one
singles and doubles player, was also
2-1 on the roadtrip and was the only
Xavier player· ~o win against i:he
tough Evansille squad. Commenting·
on the two victories over Detroit and
Butler; Rober said dial:
expected
to beat- Detroit and Butler .. Their
overall depth is. pretty we~k:, Both
teams _have, maybe, two quality
players on their teams. Our depth is a
little too' much for· them." Butler.
and Detroit won only a t~tal of 3
games between them against Xavier
over the weekend.
The_ Evansville contest did not g~

''we

•
as welrfor the Musketeers. The tough
Evansville teamhaitdled Xavier, 8-1.
Bill Reber· posted the only Xavier win
during the Evansville matches with a
6-I; 6-1 victory in the first singles.
Reber claimed that Evansville is a.
BY BARBARA STEGEMAN
very tough squad tobeat. "Evansville
Sports Editor
is a very deep squad. They have
The
Father
·O'Connor. Award··
. about six real good players a11d they ,
Selection Committee is open- to
· 'play a lot of tough teams like Purdue,
nominations for the consideration of
. Notre Dame, and Indiana. Next to·
,_this year's outstanding student
Louisville, th-ey are the toughest team
- athletes.
·
we play." .
All undergraduate men and
-Jim Jacobs' and Bob Dorger also
women participants in intercollegiate
played well last weekend _to help
and/ or club level spor_ts are eligible
boost Xavier's record to 4-2._They
for the nomination. One ·medal may
were especially important in the two .
be awarded to a male and a female
victories.
senior student athlete ·each year.
·Xavier's ·next contest will be
Qualifications necessary to obtain
against Northern Kentucky on Thursthe award include the demonstration
day at Northern Kentucky. Xavier.
of a high level of achievement in a
will then participate in the Dayton
particular sport alor~ ' with good
·tournament on Saturday- against
sportinanship in that area of comDayton, Sinclair, and Wittenburg.
petition. A minimal 3.0 grade point
On Sunday, Xavier will tllen travel to
average is required to be nominated.
Bill
Reber
sets
for
a
serve
last
weekend.
The
Xavier
tennis
team
improv·
Louisville to take on. the very tough
·candidates must exhibit behavior
ed their record to 4·2.
·
·
Cardinal team.·
·
reflecting high moral standards and
r---~----------~----~----~------~~------~--~ should have some involvement in
campus life activities .
.Nommations can be submitted by
the coach of each sport or by students
with a petition signed by' ten fellow
~pring
students. All nominations must be
NOTREDAME
.
4
.
HOME.
April14-15*
1:00
directed to Jeff Fogelson,- Director of
Athletics, no later than April 22.
18
Thomas More
2
2:00
T.M.C .
. ··When. the decision is made;__ the
<·':ig:_
.·. 1:00
2
HOME
award recipient will remain sec rei: un12:00.
· Indianapolis, Ind.
21**
.Butler
2
til the presentation._

-BASEBALL SCHEDULE
1984

*.

*

. BtJ'TLER · .

Ohio State
Dayton
Detroit
MOREHEAD STATE
CINC.INNATI

24
'25
27-28* *
May· ---4

. '

/'.'

5

1
2
4
2
1

ClASSES-FORMING NOW AT'

Columbus, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio Detroit, Mich.
HOME
Riverfront Stadium

3:00.

-2:00'

2:00/1:00
2:00
2:00

_"May 5 Alumni Day: 10:00 X.U. vs. recent alumni; '12:00 X.U. and U.C. alumni (1975 and earlier); 2:00 X.U. vs. U.S.

~~-MPUIN

'

. EDUCATIONAL CENTER .,

r

•

.

'

• •Midwestern City Conference Northern Division Game

Test Preparation Speciallsis
·
Since 1938 ·
For Information, P._lease

.__

821·2288

Cali:
lllllil. .

IDRIES-~

SHAH:

MYTI-I AND MAN·
Mimis a myth-maker.
Mytli, ,..;hen·manipulated
by :unregenerates, ·is. an
even more effective manmaker.
., ·
Man (as he imagines
himself to be), in general, is
a possibility. not a fact.
For most people, the sort
of man whom they imagine
to exist; or assume them-_selves tci be, does not y_et ·
exist.

·WANTED: Creative, energetic individual to work
. consistently 2·4 hours per week, placing and fill·
ing posters on campus. Earn $500 or more each
school year. 1-800·243-667-9.

IIII

. I~~

I"

.i!-

Oct•gon Press

. 57.95.

..

, . Xavier University Bookstore ·
or promptly by mail from

-

·• .

·. ·

lSI« look Setvke, Dept. c-.1
. _·P.O. Box 176, los Altm .. CA 9~022,

~------------

I·I

--~· ·
-
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Can't Come To Ua
Call and We'll

.· - Come. To' You ·

·

I

RIGHT NOW!

"Quality Printing While You Wait"

•Brochyres
•Price Lists
•Envelopes
•Bulletins

•Personalized Forms .•Postcards
·~uslness Cards
•NCR
•Letterheads
· •Color Printing ·
· •Complete
·oisales Flyers

BIG JiE"'ijm•Q·•;~~CK~;;;631·14&_o

.,I._••

·_

. .,.........

I

I_

I

i1
·

•·•

. '--1.
~--

4574 Montgomery Rd• In Surrey Square
· Next to Godfather's Pizza and acrose from ReCord Theatre ·
~. Ohio
_

. ·. · :

:

ALL YOUR PRINTING NEEDS

Let The Big Red Q Qulclc Print Center Help.

I ·.

._

Available at

i

r-------~--~~-------~--•

·•J

Last · _
th~ Bob Rlce_Memorlai10K Run was held along VIctory'. ' '
Parkway to raise funds_ for Incoming freshmen In need of financial ald. Ac· · ' 1
· cording to EIIHn Boyle, a spokesperson for the event, the run was a sue· ··:
::~;!:~:&f::!:~anti h:ave coll~tecl $1,050 and are expecting to pick up: ·
1

. · Ju•t minute• fiom Ca.!!',I.U.. .•- · ·· ·- ·. Plctu.-.cl Ia John ·Phalen li competitor In the race. He finished ninth In a field
~------•"'!-~
..-....-~. ont."'ttl'lfrt
...... .-~~;:·;.... .. . . .
.
· ·
·.·
''

'•'
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r-INTRAMURALs---...··."'
FROM 4/l • 4/8
COMPILED BY LEANN
STEINEMAN
lnlr1mur111 R1port1r

secure a win. Dick Morrissey and Jeff
Kush each had two · goals and an ·
assist, while Tom Rogers ~ade_ a fine
appearance.
Rocky's Raiders 6, Team Pain 2. .
Rocky's Raiders played a very smart
passing game jn beating Team Pain.
Team Pain put up an iidmirable fight
despite · the fact that mo~t of their
team'was on a· baseball road trip. jim
Mckenna and·. Dean Kuhlein each
had hat'tricks (3 goals); accounting
for all the offense the Raiders
needed.

FLOOR HOCKEY
Tournament
·Quarter Finals
Team Elks 5, Skiers 1
.
Team Elks took a quick 2-0 lead in
the first period. The Skiers then
scored in. the second to keep the
game dose. Late in the third period,
Team Elks scored three goals to

Semi Finals
Elks 4, GHAs 2
· The GHAs took an early lead with
a goal by Tom Carson in the first·
period. In the third period, Team
Elks si:ored on a pem1lty shOt by Jeff
Kush and tied the score .. In a five
minute overtime, both teams failed
to score.
Each team was given five chances

..
Final Top. ~rers for Season in Floor Hockey'.
Player
Team
.G
A
\ Total
1. George McCafferty
22
Coral Reefers
40
18
8\;
2. Dick Mor{issey
3'1
.Team Elks
23
3. JeffKusk
Team Elks
11
24
13
4. Joe Daddino
Team Elks
17
6
23
5. John Brault
Coral Reefers
12
21
9·
6. Trip Barnes
Coral Reefers
16
4
20
12
Rocky's Raiders
7: Dean Kuhnlein
17
5
Rocky's Raiders
10
6
16
8. Jim McKenna
Team Elks
16
Joe Quinlan
6
10
Rocky's•Raiders
16
Greg Sichak
7'
9
.. Waddy's 'Wonders 8
15
7
9. Scott Daigle
Skiers
12
10. Tim Hess
9
3
Coral Reefers
1
11
12
Ron Winkler

Coral Reefers 5, Rocky's Raiders 2.
In a very rough game, i:he Coral
Reefers took command. Roc)(y's
Raiders pui up a good fight and tied
the score in the second period with a
goal by Blake Smith.
Determined not to slow down, the
Coral Reefers scored· three. goals in the third period and won the game.
The: winners were Jed by John Braut · .
with two goals and one assist, Trip
Barnes with:.· two goals and George
McCafferty with one goal and three
assists.
·

~

ULTIMATE FRISBEE
Masters defeated He Mans & Her
Mans 8·3
Fubar defeated Pi Alpha Phi 13-2~
Team. Beam. defeated Day Trippers
13-1i' .
. ·•·
. .
An injury early iii the second half
allowed Team Beam to. come back
from a 6-2 deficit to win 13·11.

SAND VOLLEYBALL
K of C defeated Bomb~_Squad II
1S-13, 15-6 ·
.
TBA defeated Awesome 16-14, 1S·13
Sand Maggots defeated Surf City,
15-10, 12-15, 15-12 .
This game was very close_ because. ·
both teams were evenly matched .
Serving was the reason each teani was
able to win at least one game. Sand
Maggots were able to pull it all
together and win.

-

·.

RACQUETBALL . . . . .
The top two players of each league
will be competing in a men's rae·
quetball tournament this week. In
the Men's Advanced bracket, Helbl·
ing, Lippert, Levine ami Testaye will
be competing f~r the championship.
Valencia, Gabriele, Arenas and Kennedy will play in the Men's Novice
bracket.

to score in a shootout. At this point
Team Elks brought an injured Joe
Quinlan off the bench to shoot
before a tense crowd. Quinlan scored
one of three goals in the shootout
while the GHAs were only able to
pick up one.
·

"'

''-

... ·

'TENNIS TOURNAMENT
There are four men competing in
both the Men's Beginners and Men's
Advanced semi~finals to be played by
this Friday. In the ·D~ubles League
eight participants are playing in· the
semf•finals ·this week, while four
' players wiH compete in ·the Mixed
DoubJesLeague.

It doesn't take much of your
·savings to rent cars. If you're 18
or older, bring a current student
I.D., a valid driver's license and
a cash deposit.- Call or stop by to
complete a qualification fonn.
· We also accept most major
credit eards. You pay for gas
and return the car to the renting'
location .
.Available at:

.

628 Walnut Street . , ... , ............ , ........... : ......... ·........... 821·0202
11320 Chester Road (Marriolllnn) ...... , . ·.... , ........................ 772-1022
580 Cincinnati-Batavia Pike .................. :-. .. ,....... ~ ......... , ·... 528·5575
5568 Glenway Avenue ........ ·....................................... 451·8600
Greater Cincinnati' Airport ........................ : ............... 606·283·3855
'

WE GIVE YOU NATIONAL ATTENTION! AND. THAT'S THE TR~TH.

Rate available from 4:oo
p.m: Thursday to 4:00 .
p.m. Monday. 2-day
minimum.

=

and is
, , · S

.

I.~

'

Non-discountable rate
·es to this or simi/Qr-sizecar

eel to change Without notia. .
ccors subject/a availability.

.'

.

- -·-· - ' : ..
.,

.
'- ...

~--

'

.. :~ .......... ·.:... ~·.- ~ .. ·...

:

;~-

....· •' ...... .. ,·......• :.,,.., •·
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Gteystoke lacks acti_On and . 8dventure
\

'·

•

I

'.

.torn between his love for .the jungle ·
and -Britain. ·_
'
... The acting is excellent on all
. counts.. Ncw~omers ··.Christopher
Lambert and kndie MacDowell as
Tarzan and]ane perform very well in
their parts. Sir Ralph Richardson and
Ian Holm play their roles as tlie 7th
Earl of Greystoke and Phillippe d' Arnot with consummate ability.
Richardson steals the show, playing
the nobleman who steals-our heartS"
with his senile actions and his ·love for
.!_ohn:

· BY ALDOALVAREZ
.
Entertainment Crlilc .

.Greystoke: The Legend ofTarzan,
the Lord of the. Apes is a translation
of the adventures' of the. apeman in
~hich.much of the B-movie elements
are ~deted ·t()' turn. the film into an
epic.
..
.
I The film becomes a lengthy essay
on the influence of the environment
on· behavior rather rh:i'n an adventure
film .. It does have some action
scenes;· but they are overwhei~ed by
the psychological situations of· the
film.
· ··
·· .
Some fans will.dislike it because it· ~ · ,Other supporting part; clearly do
misses ·the fast-paGed thrills of the their job and add tO the film's effecfilm1 series. .
. .
· · tiveness. One performance of special
Some' fans will ..love It because it note is that turned in by Hilton
follows ~the· Tarzan .story ~omewha~ · McRae as Willy,, the retarded boy.
faithfullr; But, all things considered,
The dir~ctio'n by Hugh Huds~n .
the film does not create a balance be: "(anybody heard o( Chariots of Fire?)
tween action. and thought and is far is good but fails to sooth.e the film's
too grlin iiiiCI slow-paced.
.
grim tone and balance the action
On the other hand, ids ,better pro~-· with 'the metaphysics. He ·went· off-'
. duced ar~d acted than its predecessors the-deep-end trying to make the film
(most n'otably jane,· the Centerfold a statemeiJ,t of man. He ~hould have ·
Girl with Bo D~rek)..
thrown in some more_ action and
· Greystoke·. is about John Clayton edited out_ some of the more lame
(Christopher Lambert), who was left scene's. He should have lightened up
as a babyjn the-jungle and is found . the tone and edited it to a faster
as an adult by Phillippe !!.'.Arnot (Ian· pace. .
.
Otherwise, the film has excellent
Holm), who brings him to England
to meet jane (Andie MacDowell) and . photography, gripping special effects, details not. accounted for in earlier ture, .this Tarzan has a bit too much
his grandfather (Sir Ralph Richard- extremely convincing makeup, well
.
'• ·
psychology and not enough· of the'
Tarzan -films.
. Greystoke is not a bad .film: But . good 'ol 'gator-wrestling and tree
son). ."The conflict starts as Tarzan is"- designed sets and costumes and other
for those seeking action .and .a~ven, .. swinging.
.

.

_Quote·~· Price Quick! ·
Teqants-Cxcles-Autos
,;

·;

.

.

.

iiritiailoon-laUs. short

.

of the Lerner ma·gic

871-3340

.

-·

~

·,·

The "Mystic North: Symbolist Landscape Painting in
Northern Europe and North
America, 1890-1940", an exclusive showing in the U.S. at
·the Cincinnati -Art Museum
will continue through May 13.
Tickets are $3.50 for adults
and $2.50 for students. For
more information call CAM at
721-5204.
Tomorrow night, April 13,
at 8:00 p·.m., the Contemporary Arts Center is presenting Beth Lapides', "Having
Fun in the Dark", a lecture on·
topics including love, work,
history and science.
The central theme of
Lapides'. talk is multiplicity
and uncertainty in modemday life.
·
Tickets are $5,00 for adults
and '$4.50 for students. The
Contemporary Arts Center is
located at 115 East Fifth
Street, downtown. For more
information call 721,0390.
The Cincinnati Playhouse in
the Park is presenting Brian
Freil's Translations; a story of
19th century Ireland through
Sunday, April 15. Several performances are scheduled for
·.this weekend. For more infor.ination, cali42I-3888.
Continuing through Saturday, May 12,Jan Knoop will
exhibit her work · entitled,
'' Animalia: New Bone Sculptures and Ink Painting," at
Contemporary Artifacts Gallery, 314 West Fourth Street,
Cincinnati. There is no admis. sion charge. Gallery· hours are
lO:oo· a.m. - ~Ho p.m. Monday through Saturday. For
more information call
621-7779.

The swells in many of the musical
Entertainment Critic
phrases burst with life. that rivals Since the beginning of rehearsals, and often overpowers--:-. the soloists,
the cast members ._of 'Brigadoon not orily. in volume, 'but. in sheer
•. UNIVERSITY ·
.
- .
have jokingly referred to the show as vitalfty. .·
"Bridge of Doom." They are rtot
.This is not' due to heavyhanded-.
wrong, buJ a more fitting title would ness in Braun's direction, bu.t to an
be "Bridge of Boredom~"
insufficient sound system for the .
Director Darrell J. Burns, S.J., is vocalists, and their inability to prothe building engineer responsible for ject (with the notable exceptions of
poor casting, inadequate staging, Raissa Dorff, Catherine Scipione, and
and a lack of professionalism exhib- John Wasiniak);
Tomorrow, · April 13 at
. ited throughout muclt of the perforWhile the orchestra exemplifies
11:00 a:m. and Saturday;
Avignon, France
mance· by the players.
the Lerner/Loewe theme, the
April14at 8:30p.m., the CinBogota, Colombi~
"Brigadoon"' is a romantic, en- members ofrthe cast occasionally
cinnati Symphony Orchestra is
· Strobl, Austria
chanting dream play about a village detract from it.
pres~nting guest conductor
M~mchest~r; England.
John Giimore, production
that manages to escape the evils of a
Riccardo Chailly directing the
increasingly corrupt world because of designer, has created an inspiring,
symphony and works by Verdi,
*Language, Civilization'and Literaiu~e Courses in
th~ villager's faith in miracles · and·
versatile set with· large open · areas
Tchaikovsky ·and Saint-Saens.
French, Spariis~ 7 German ··. · . ·. · ·. · ·
_
.
true love.
· suitable for intricate pieces of bl~kTickets are $6-$22: ·For more
*Study in Political Scit:mce, Economi!=s; Arts and Others
The script and lyrics by Alan Jay ing that could only serve 'to "round
information, call the Music
. ···
.
. *BritiSh Media Course (England) _·
Lerner are simplistic yet·. they express' out' the two-dimensional characters
Hall Box Office at 721-8222.
.
.
some wonderfu.J:ideals in explaining .. typicalofmuskals.
..• Call (513) 74S-3712 for information and brochure or mail the
why so many people are too afiaid-or · But Burns does not use the
The Acts Consortium is
.·tear strip to Xavier l}niversity,. CoUege of Continuing Education,
too hardened to let .themselves playing space· provided; Instead, the . _exhibiting artist-made kite
3800 Victory Parkway, Cincin~ati, O,hio 45207-1096.
minor characters and the chorus are
believe in the possibility'of magiC. .
seulptures and antique bicyPl~;";~'th;'"f~l;'wTn[br"od,~;';-~-------~A beluitiful sentiment is conveyed · in a semicircle along the edges of the
cles. Gallery hours are Monday .
in a line of one of the town's fathers,.- scenery, and anyone who has a speak-Friday from 9:00a.m. to 8:00
- - - Avignori; France
•~Sometimes you have -to give up ing role is a5 far downstage as is possip.m·. and Saturdiw 10:00 a.m.
·_-·__ Bogota, Colombia· ·
everything before you can get ·every- · ble without causing them to fall into
to 5:00 p.m.· This . exhibit
_'__
. Strobl, Austria > · .
thing."
.
.
.
the pit, ·or step on the microphones
began AP,ril 8. and ··runs
, _'.-._·_._._ Manc~ester, ·England
The score ·byFrederick Loewe sets. along the .downstage edge of the·
through May 1~: ·The Acts
. the mCJ9(1 in. each seene, ranging in stage (which did happell - twice .:"·
Consortium is located at 151 5
tone fro!p the high, reecly voic_e. of on Saturday qight).
Unn St., downtown.
'Your Name: _ __.;______--""----,--·-·--"-------,.-"the violins and. flutes .. in .'the 'love
.·The players' apprehension at being
•· Address:.~--~----"'----_;______.
_ __
. ballads, to the shrill cries ot'the _bag-· . so dose to the edge _was obvious, and
The Consumer Science
·_.-~.
·-.
pipes dui:ing the Highland fling, to they. broke character· frequently to
Depanment is sponsoring · a
the somber•. measured. percussion of·. assure themselves. that they wer~ still
fashion show of student crea- ·
·
.··
(Zip COde)
\
.
~
,
\ .
-:'
.
. ·
uri4ehheJights.
··
.the death march·. .· ·
tions;' Festival of Fashion· will
-~ )(avier Universi.Y·isan academic cqmmunity.whose doors are
The orchestra, under the_ spirited . After Biuns places the principals in
appear April.17, at 7:30p.m.
· open to anyone. regardless ofage,··sex, religiop; .or national pr
· hand of Rev. Charles Braun, S.M;, · thisprecai~9~position,hehas.them
in the University Theater. No
· ~ifonns with. an energy and vibrance·. ·· walking: back ~and ~ortl!·.~in straight
etbnic origin.
_·
_ . . . · . ., ~ ·
..
·
admission charge.
that fulfills. the Lerner/Loewe , lines _and .. eve_,_ behmd each ·other,
(cont. pg.11)
••·· R~is_tered Ohio Tr~vel Agent ITA317.
~gaiJitioQ.:.._
•••...••
:;
_____
:.--·•••.
-~~~~~pg;:.tQL
...
,
.
--,.,
··
·
.
.
'- ...· ... · .
•.:··-···.-··
BY JODY HELD
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Eurythmics secon·d rele~~e loses
touch in . ·spite of;· ·its title.

· .s· · · ~· · · ·.·a·····-e··················
···
'

BY JIMGEJIEL

Few people can definitely classify.
die mq_sic of the Eurythmics. Nearly
everyone .with an ear tuned to pop
music can recognize ~hat ~his d.uo is
for real and is making. a stro~g impression on the progression of
modern music.
The Eurythmics' first album Sweet
Dreams, was released last spring and
its title track went all the way to
number one on the pop charts.' Their
second LP, entitled Touch, has now
been released.
, However, once the grooves have
been tracked by needle and ,the
record heard by listener ear; many of
the songs from this album seem
musically inconsistent.
Characterized by . chaotic synthesizers and percussion rhythms
which periodically disrupt · the
melody, the music seems to aimlessly
meander everywhere.

The over-emphasis on such com'ponents is the primary problem in
the-ability of these songs i:o entertai~.
Yet while erratic, the songs are un, mistakeably new-wave and contain
strong strains of jazz, soul and~
. rhythm and blues.
·

· developed song ,in which the .emotion
of Annie Lerlnox's voice comes
through in full force. . '
Perhaps the greatest and··mostunique contribution this album ~akes is
that many of its songs do express
pain, anger, and oppression- emo. tions which are common to 'reality yet
A few songs are of notable excep- seldo~ d~alt with in today's music
~·
·
tion to the record's norm of incon- .. industry.
sistency. "Right By Your Side" com:
Without a doubt, the. record surhines a little Caribbean 'flare with a faces true expresio~s of reality. But
touch of jazz flavor to make a'un.lque the music itself, the mode of comlove song.
munication, has its flaws.
·~who's That Girl" is less plagued
·'Touch rates somewhere between a
with the synthesizers than most of . six and a seven on. a ten point scale
the tunes.
and, while it shouldn't atract
And, clearly the best song off the listeners from outside the ·realm. of
album is the first-released single, new-wave musiC, it has ·met with
"Here Comes the Rain Again," the stead.ily growing popularity--:- rising.
only song on the record· deserving of swiftly ipto the list of the nation's ten
i:he popular response it had gotten. . m os L pop u I a r records .
The. smoothly-flowi.ng melody in. "Here Comes the Rain. Again'.'
corporates no-less that the· British itself is mc;eting sales success and
Philharmonic· Orchestra in its instru- ranks a5 the nation's fourth most
mentation. It is a clear and richly- popular song.

.
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STUDE.Nr··.
ACTIVITIES .
. COUNCIL

. Applications Are Being Accepted:

·

·

· For .The

/·

·-

,,·

\.

·Student Activities Council·.
Be part of this dynamic group thaforganizes.
. and coorainates Xavier's programming ..
We need 18 responsible, dedicated and hardworking
· individuals to fill the positions on the ·
. '
. .
.
.
.
84·85 StuQent Activities Council
.
)

at

Pick· up an application
the SAC Office
· or at tt)e University Center Information Desk.
· Appl.icatlons must be returned by Wednesday, April 18th.

Save ··about half at·

.

Finally on side: one. is, '·'Don't
.Answer ,.Me,'' the· single off the
record and probably the best choice
·A rumor passed along the musicians' grapevine that rock groups are
Next, Lenny Zakatek sings .''Let at that; This number can be seeri on
· content in making an album with Me Go Home," and one might be the:video,drug khown as -M.TV. Here
only one or two memorable songs, apt to wish he would, because this is the niost commercial and appealwhile· the rest of the album is just. song is a space-filler and doesn't'"do ing song·on the record: It is almost
mediocre.
the album any good; Mid--~y· · too late save the albuni; butneve:r~ ·
through Ammonia At~.enue is ~>'Orie . theless' it is present' anti enjoyabie~
Such seems to be the problem with Good Reason. '' The opening line· is,
.. the fir5t half of side tWo is another the nc;w album by the Alan Parson's "Gimme one good reason. why I shady section ofthewalbilong Am- ·
Project, oddly titled Ammonia should listen to you.'' It's funny h()w · . monia Avenue.· ''DancingonaHigh
Avenue.
·
·
such an assortment· of words comes ,Wire" and "You·Dori't Believe" are··
The record opens with "Prime about at the point of which an album two quickly forgot~en songs, followed
Time," a song that sounds· like it critic is thinking similar thoughts. . by a moderately interesting instrubelongs on "Eye in the Sky," the last Yet this song is the beginning of a mental:
.
·
creation by the group. This, however •. bearable album.
Last but. not least. is the. title track
Next conies "Since the Last Good- ,"Ammonia Avenue." This song· is
Brlgadocm, cont.
bye, •• a song as drippy· as cafeteria something worth listening to, and if a
. while in the middle of speeches! the syrup, but nevertheless having an. ap- song can be said to save a dying
·
album, then it must be this one.
upstaging wasa.problem; it probably pealing nature.
ruined some'·key lines because, 'at .
. times, actors were talking to the
First Opportunity
scenery and not to the audience,
for Class of '86
The acting itself is difficult to
review. The better. performances were
(SOPH.)
given. by the . minor characters,
to
Order
Their
· especially Catherine Scipione, Matthew ·cooleen, B!ll Losekamp, and ·
OFFICIAL Class Ring
James. DePiore.
, · These people caught· attention,
and held it. They have the magic that
. is so inuch a part of Brigadoon,
Their stage ·presence and depth of
character is engaging·.
All of the other players are capable
in their respective roles with the exception of Vincent Zimmer. It is surprising that he has the male lead in
Brigadoon.
. He could have. been replaced with '
any of the males in the chorus, all of
whom have stronger. more pleasing
voices, and more energy.
·
The one . dance sequence worth
noting is · goo<l and sensual, but
c~uJd.be improved. ~andyFoley, the·
choreographer, simply did not have (
.·the quality of dancers that could have
•
·
.been s1)9wstoppers. .
Datea:Aprll10,11~12.a'nd13' ·
lt(variables. considered, .Briga·· ;...Time:~10a.m;-a,p;rri. · ·
oon was · okay. The chorus, was
small and unbalanced in voice parts·: .
-· · Tak• Advantage of'
· the principals were often weak. Ento
Off · ·.
chantment in the -.music and the
script did not al~ays carry ov~r to the,
of the Already .
cast, and it remains that people make.
Established Lowest Price
or break musicals.

:·

'

Alan Parson's Ammonia·Avenue··
·damaged by plenty of potholes
.

'

/.

··'·.

Enllrtllnment Critic

. .'

is one of the few tolerable tracks .ori
the album.
· ·

BY JOHN WOULF)';.
Enllrlllnment Critic

J

to:

·. $20

$30'

..

· ..

\

For. the. yourzg-'.jobhunter:.
the tight interview suit
is worth-. 100 resumes!
Wlicn ynu w:dk iritu :t rruspcl'livc cmrlnycr's office
wcariil!,! this Mlii. you've!.!"' it made. It's a classic,
n:tturitl. shoulder model. ul' rrcss-huldin!,! l>:tcrnh/
puly wnrstcd. CaiJlllrillgc. m Oxl'urd Grc)· wnnl .. AI Gentry:
th:tt's cntntllnuhlc.ycar-rnund. in unllcrstatc'd:
·

~nlids.

h,usjncss-likc
tmvy.riitstrircs·nr
'ream
it ·With -a huttnn-duwn
ml'nnl shirt at $15;
und
a traditimiukrcgit\tcntal:strirc<f pure silk tic at
$6.!10 .;>, , :ulll you· rc llrc"e<l l'nr Mt>ccss. fur
uhnut .hulfthc uMml pri'cc,
·

e ...a't• ':J·
, SHOPS
"CINCINNATI

.,

.

1

AJI majol cr&dd c/Jids

. .wE

Valued $225

T~ENWOODAREA
·, .,_ 2 blocks north at Kenwood Mall & Plaza

~

&

•

$..·.·.·-·t
.· ·.··.1·· s
...···.

·. .

hon~red

&

~ELQOME PHPf!E ORDERS .CHARGED ·ro AN'f MAJOR CREDIT CARD.·

.· O~E~ DAILY.10~M ·9:39PM • SATURDAY'10 A'-1' 7_ PM• SUN[JA_Y .12 NOO":'. 5 PM •

•.v

.

6475 E. Galbraith. jUSt west of Montgomery Rd.,
Phone '791·9800
.
• _
.. • ,
TRICENTRE
,
·
~
,
A block south of Trt·County Mall.. • .,
. · · · Pnncetan· Rd .. across tram Cassinelli Square · ·
772 30
, Phone:
" ~· \

·.·
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To: Akiddleativytoo:' You cam<! in my back door
without a word. Try my front door; it.i_~ much more" con·
venient. -Either-way I'm happy. -the iicklrr.
Big Brother- .Some day you will hear 1*4*3. But for
now LYLAB will have to do. Linle Sis
·
The Phantom Quark, it ha5 been. told,
Is slowing up and gelling old.
'
Many have noted with alarm,
That This Strange Quark has lost iu charm!
Lucky Lepton ·

If anyone wants TO· break into a ~ar•. ju,_t as~ Laurie She's p~eny good with a coat hanger (but she does
scratch the paint).

Page 11

To the "rats" -We love ya. You'll get the cheese next
year!
·
'
To the Muskies, We know you guys did your ben and
we are SUPER DUPER proud of yo!' for it.

Sloppy Joe - Rumour his it that you don't k.now what
you're doing.

John B, did you S!SlllR Katie have a nice visit?
Tim P. Did you hear that Jan and Paul are coming to
town?!!

All commuten are invited to an opeil meeting to plan
summer and fall programs on April 17 at 12:00 in the
Regis Room.

Hey Red! DUMP HIM!!! Nosey

Relax, Xavier. Intramural . Dept. - THE DOUBLE
DUTCH DYNASTY is finally over. Four consecutive
yean iq the final four. Dave T.;Steve K.. Jim B.', and
Dan H.
.··

Marvella, Congrats! I' guess you made it through the.
bet. Good Luck ·and Much Haj>piness forever. As
always; Eugena

To: The Shamrock Lady Cafeteria Employees. Have a
uareat" day!!! Your favorite student worker. .

Raftle .For Algernon Beginning this week. First prize:
the ultimate in niahnime companions - a l)lt. 2nd
prize: one free fire alliin - the best money can buy ..
3rd prize- you don't have to die- but you have to eat
Shamrock Food for life. · ·
Guess Who Sue

Commuters! Take charee of youilives. Dttide ..har you
want done this summer. April17 12:00Regis Room.

To the Queen Schmealer: Ho"' many ire we jugliling
now- 10? .12? Oh well; who's counting? Right?

I.L.M.A.

Todd & Chris -'- Shop and I had a good time. You're
just jealous it wasn't you. Laurie

Kurt & .Jiuji: You

L.L. This is postscripts, not the Athenaeum, but if you
. know a couple of eood limericks...
'.

c~n

Mike and Eve, teach me how to play· like you guys!·

kidnap us anytime. S&M

Bu(leave the whips-at home.

Brookfi•lds fell of the safety bar

~-- Hall!!!
Nuke Marion
Nuke Brockman Hall;for thai maner!!!
A young Natural Science student suddenly pours 18
molar HC I on his l'.inkie. He shrieks in pain and suddenly, from· the skies, comes the incredible nematode,
. the Purple Planarian!!!

If we ha~e the banquet for the superior news depanment on Friday the Thirteenth, when should we have
the banquets for the loser inferior depanments??'
She!ina, how is it taking the night off for a biology test
while the rest of us are slaving?
Lofts for sale. Call X3468.

Need a ride· to Akron over Easter Week, will split
r transportation costs. Please call x3989 ..

To thF JUY with the blue eyes,
I'm so glad you are mine.
I put you right up there
Friday the 13th - A beer truck and lou of beer lovers ...
With the best white winO..
sounds like a Muskies Bunch bash!
Never say never; for there
:Ev~e-'ry::;:.Jood;.;_;;_t;.;e;;;am~n;;:e:.ed::s::;·a:-:Co::a:;:c.::h_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _""
is nothing you can't do
The Phantom Quatlc wishes everyone a happy early NaWhen you come to a hard spot
just. B.S. your way through.
tiona! Dance. Weeki
You're number one in my book,
Eddie, _that sure was some good huddlin'H.ove, Your
number two in my hean.
AnJ<I
Because you know my Dad's
been one from the very stan.
My uvorite place in the world!
I hope this makes poS!scriprs,
Help! I don't feel secure anymore- being the girl of an
BecaUse it's long, you ~e.·
ex-convict! B.R.t:
But ·they know how special
My Blue Eyes is to me .
.. .. the word "superb", Barbaso_l, and arranging the
sharps and llats ...
Maynard, has [he tiger eaten venison yet?
'·Mohawks, Swords, Sdngers, and Tigers fans, Cincinnati
loves hockey!!!
l'llletcha know if I come up with somcthin'
Studley, I've waited too long. Come to me! the girl with
the se•y eyes
Marion Courts ... ic's a jungle out there.
Bambi, Whitey - I wai1ed and waited and now's the
time. Here's your postscript, here's your rhyme!
Whitey - Tigers arc striped, Fairbanks is whit<. The
clothes you wear, they're::: Outta Sight!
.Frisch's has a drhc-rhru ... imagine that!
College friends!! End of the year Picnic Eggstravaganza
....: Friday 3:15 • 6:15. Be there!!
·
.... urn, and since I mist ya' last week, uhhh, coupons,
air· banding, and sore ankles ... now thetc, am I catching
up? .
Correction - P. W. does know who the Reds arc and
L.S. is not a pud;~,
-Bambi - Tigers are sniped, fawns are so deer, You
realize of course, I'm totally sincere!!
J.R .. you make me Smile Again ...
PJR - Who nccds Loyola?! Xavier Pride!
Elaine - I didll'r know you knew how to drive a stickshift!
· ·Brenlcy ~ we are anxiously awaiting the end of the
term, Angola
·
Hey· 2-Sourh! (ali.S Social) What at< you wearing under
your rOga?
Peggy; have you made up your mind yet? -Peggy have
you changed you mind AGAIN? Peggy, Will You Make
Up Your Mind!!!
-]-, we hear you're getting lighter everyday!! Will
Mr. B. find you in 11opieal paradise?
·
Pokey says: I wanna be in chc postscripts
Uh, look Poke, y'all juSt calm y'sef down ...
Attention 2-Social!!l It is now officially Elk Scoson!!
ARM YOURSELVES!!
CA 242, I am alive and I am going to sue your buns off.
Dear Amy, I hope you have a big 21 that you will always
remember! (Don't forget to have your shots)
Tom R. you just won 3 free tickets to the Reds game! Be
sure to call and <onfirm this with WEBN.
Bucko, Thanks for being such a good friend. I love you!

Go Guide, cont.
·This Friday, April 13, the
rock n' roll group YES will appear at the Riverfront Coliseum. Showtime is 8:00p.m~
All seats are reserved for
$12.75.
On Saturday night, the col-iseum will host Kenny Rogers,
with his special guests, B.J.
Thomas and the: Righteous
Brothers. Tickets are $13.75
and the show begins at 8:00
p.m.
Tickets for both shows can
be purchased at all area
· Ticketron outlets. For more information, call Ticketron at
241-1818.

STARTS:FRIDAY/AT,THEATRES EVERYWHERE.
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Through May B, the Taft
Theatre is .showing The King
and I, the -world-renowned
play starring Yul Brynner. The
original score ·was written by
Rogers and Hammerstein.
Showtimes are 8:00 p:m.
Wednesday-Saturday and Sunday at 7:30p.m. There is also a
2:00 p.m. matinee on both
'Saturday and Sunday .. Tickets
begin at S17. ~0. For furrherinformation, contact the Taft
Theatre at 381-4777.
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First Opportunity -_, - -_ - .- . - _
for-Class of 'sa·._ - ($0PI-f.)-.
to Order Their
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--OFFICIAL Class Ring:
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Dates: April·-~ 0~11_,12 an.d-13-

_-,Time: 1 08.m.-3p.m. _
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_
-Take Advantage of •
•$2_(lt0 $311 O-ff -- ·: - >--· !I_ -•-• -_
- _ -of tHe :_AI teaely . -· _: ' :
.· EstablishecflowestPr-i_ce .·-·. • -•._._- > ·

